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Investing Upstream for 
Community Health Equity
What Leaders Need to Know
70H – Tuesday, March 21, 2023 

Disclosure of Relevant
Financial Relationships
• The following faculty of this continuing education 

activity has no relevant financial relationships with 
commercial interests to disclose:

– Robin Hacke

– Kevin Progar

– Thea James, MD, MPH, MBA

• CCI does receive support from the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation, The Kresge Foundation, JPMorgan 
Chase & Co, and The California Endowment.
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Faculty
• Robin Hacke, Executive Director and Co-Founder of the 

Center for Community Investment at the Lincoln Institute for 
Land Policy 

• Kevin Progar, Initiative Director at Center for Community 
Investment at the Lincoln Institute for Land Policy 

• Thea James, MD, MPH, MBA, Vice President of Mission, 
Associate Chief Medical Officer, and Director of the 
Violence Intervention Advocate Program (VIAP) at Boston 
Medical Center; Assistant Professor of Medicine at Boston 
University School of Medicine

Learning Objectives
• Identify health institution’s motivations for 

investing, assets available, key team 
members within the health institution and 
key partners in the community.

• Create an investment plan that addresses 
the root causes of social determinants of 
health in their community and execute the 
first steps toward enacting it. 
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Agenda
• Define Community Investment 

• Introduce the Capital Absorption Framework 
• Environmental Scan of Healthcare Investments 
• Case Study: Boston Medical Center 

– Motivations and Getting Started 
– Evolution of the Work 

• Case Study: UPMC 
– The Role of Health Systems in SDOH Policy and Advocacy 
– Setting and Resetting Expectations 

• Facilitated Conversation with Panel 

Place Matters to Health 
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Accelerating Investments for 
Healthy Communities: 2018-2021

Achieved these goals: 

• Helped communities articulate 
and meet their affordable 
housing priorities

• Deepened and accelerated 
investment by health systems in 
affordable housing

• Supported hospitals and health 
systems achieve their full 
potential as actors in the 
community investment system

Participating Health Systems:

• Bon Secours Mercy Health 
• Boston Medical Center
• CommonSpirit
• Kaiser Permanente
• Nationwide Children’s 
• UPMC

Housing and Financial Impacts of 
AIHC in Aggregate 

Health Systems 
committed

$20M in the 
from of Loans 

and Grants 

Which led to the 
creation or production 

of 1400+  
Affordable 

Homes 
(representing over 

$350M in total 
development costs)

Advocated to help 
secure $50M in 

Government 
Funding for 

Affordable Housing 
(not including sponsored 

projects)
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Examples of Leverage
• In total, six sites obtained matching financial 

commitments from banks, state, and local sources 
totaling $68+ million for individual projects and 
capital pools 
– Which included four sites that  received nationally 

competitive awards of $15.1 million from JPMorgan 
Case 

– And all sites unlocking $10 million in challenge loans 
and grants from RWJ and Kresge Foundations

– One site negotiated a 99-year land lease valued at 
$2.25M that will receive over $20 million to build 
roughly 50 low-income senior apartments 

9
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The scale of transformation needed in 
communities cannot be achieved through 
grants alone.
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When we talk about upstream community investment in 
the social determinants, we are not talking about

11

MOVING HEALTHCARE 
OUTSIDE OF THE 
HEALTH INSTITUTION

Funding mammogram vans or 
offering health screenings at 
affordable housing 
developments may improve 
preventive care and improve 
health outcomes, but it is not 
community investment.

PROVIDING TRANSIT 
PASSES TO PATIENTS

This addresses the social 
needs of individuals but 
does not change the root 
causes of poor health for 
the community.

PAYING FOR HOUSING 
REFERRALS

This gets at the key 
connection between housing 
and health, but it is a program 
that must be paid for with 
grants, and it does not change 
the availability of housing in 
the community.

CCI’s 
Capital Absorption Framework

12

To attract resources and be ready for unexpected opportunities, communities need to:

articulate their aspiration 
and result to ensure 
investments advance 

community goals 

put together a set of deals 
and projects that will help 

achieve their shared 
priorities

strengthen the policies, 
practices, and relationships 

in ways that advance 
community interests
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Examples of Health Sector Investment

13

Several hospitals have 
made grants to local 
Community Land 
Trusts to acquire land 
and develop/rehab 
homes.

In addition to 105 
community 
investments totaling 
$165 million, 
CommonSpirit made a 
loan to small 
nonprofits developing 
single family homes 
for purchase.

Boston Medical 
Center, a safety net 
hospital, made a 20+ 
year, 0% non-
recourse loan to an 
intermediary to 
finance three LIHTC 
projects.

Nationwide 
Children’s Hospital 
provided a $1.5 
million guarantee to 
unlock $15 million 
for a fund to 
preserve affordable 
rentals.

UPMC Health Plan 
made a 15-year, 
low-interest term 
loan to a CDFI for 
affordable housing 
preservation and 
development.

SBH Health System 
donated two 
properties across from 
the hospital to a 
developer who built 
75% affordable units, 
including 95 for 
homeless families.

UPMC leased surplus 
land at $1/year to a 
developer of 
affordable senior 
rental housing.

CareSource, a 
managed care plan, 
is making loans and 
grants to CDFIs and 
developers 
leveraging its FHLB 
membership.

United Health Group 
is buying Low 
Income Housing Tax 
Credits, investing in 
pooled funds, and 
making grants to 
develop rental 
housing and pay for 
on-site services.

Kaiser Permanente 
has invested over 
$200 million in 
funds to develop 
and preserve 
affordable and 
permanent 
supportive housing.

Boston Medical Center: a private safety net hospital with a 
public mission

• Boston Medical Center is a 
private, non-profit corporation 
designed to maintain both 
public and academic missions

• > 50% have an annual 
household income below 
$20,400 (close to the federal 
poverty line for a family of 3)

• Operates two ACOs 
• Boston Accountable Care 

Organization, Inc. (“BACO”) 
• BMC Integrated Care 

Services, Inc. (“BMCICS”)

14
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15

suicide attempts

prostate cancer 
deaths

homicide by 
firearm

Black

1.8x

2.6x

50x

infant mortality

diabetes mortality

COVID cases

Hispanic or Latino/a

1.6x

3.4x

2.2x

HEALTH EQUITY:

The absence of 

avoidable, unfair, 

or remediable 

differences in 

health outcomes

Despite our best efforts, there are persistent racial 
health inequities in Boston.

Housing Needs among BMC Population

Homeless

20k

30k

8k

91kHousing cost burdened

Estimated # of BACO members

At risk of homelessness

Not housing cost burdened

147k

5%

13%

62%

20%

For patients 
experiencing 
homelessness, 
goal is a pathway 
to permanent 
housing, with 
services tailored to 
the clinical and 
behavioral health 
needs of different 
populations 

For patients at risk 
of homelessness, 
we need 
homelessness 
prevention 
services through 
individualized case 
management that 
includes eviction 
prevention and 
housing search 

1

2

* “At risk of homelessness” determined by estimated 14% of non-homeless BACO members (14% is estimated % of households behind on rent in MA from US 
Census Bureau COVID-19 Household Pulse Survey: https://nationalequityatlas.org/rent-debt
** “Housing cost burdened” is sum of zip code level estimate of households below Medicaid income level paying more than 30% of annual income on housing costs

1 out of 5 
individuals 
served by 

BACO 
reside in 
“stable 

housing”

15
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Determination of Need: 
Raised the Bar on What was Possible 2017-2021

Types of Investments from Determination of Need

18

• Codman Square Neighborhood 
Development Corporation

Housing Project Investments

• Conservation Law Foundation/MA Housing 
Investment Corporation (Healthy 
Neighborhood Equity Fund)

• Boston Impact Initiative 
• Nuestra Comunidad (Grocery Store Loan 

& Housing Investments)
• CEDAC investments in Affordable Housing 

(three long term loans for gap financing)
• Pine Street Inn (Way Home Fund)
• The Guild (capacity building grant)

Housing and other Capacity 
Building Investments

• Boston Housing Authority 

Hybrid Housing Project 
Investment

• The Community Builders
• Madison Park* Community Development 

Corporation
• Cambridge Housing Authority/Cambridge 

Health Alliance*

Housing Support Services 
Collaboration

• Flex Fund
• Upstream Fund
• Resident Led

Innovative Stable Housing 
Initiative

17
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Boston Neighborhood Community Land Trust

• Project needed to $167,000 for permanent 
financing (e.g., loan) and $40,000 for  
improvements (e.g., porch repair) 

• BMC “filled that gap” with an investment of 
$207,000 for health-related improvements, 

• Terms = >10 years, 0% interest, and 
partially forgivable if low-income families 
build wealth 

• This enabled BNCLT to receive project-based 
subsidies from the city for ongoing operations 
and made rents affordable to meet rent 
demands for Extremely Low-Income tenants

Newest Acquisition: 6 
Humphreys Place in 
Uphams Corner, Dorchester 

Community Land Trusts are innovative 
homeownership models that create 
equity stakes that enable wealth 
creation for lower income households. 

19

20

Evolution of Investment Criteria

 Be Evergreen
(recoverable) 

 Be Reparative (non-
extractive, forgivable)

 Leverage partnerships, 
funding etc.

 Shift Narrative, practices, 
policies on a small and/or 
large scale

Four Key Principles and 
Ideas with Intentionality

1. Focused on Community Land 
Control and Land Ownership as an 
Anti-Displacement Strategy

2. BIPOC Leadership of 
organization being invested in

3. Has routes to BIPOC Wealth 
Creation (financial stability and 
potential for asset building)

4. Potential for Health and Well-
being Impact that is measurable 
over time

Mean that investments can: 

19
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Investment in Transformation

21

Original Tenant 
Gave Way to 

New Opportunity 

City Fresh Foods as a case study in 
“Debt/Equity” Tool

22

Gentrification is a threat to Local Sourced Food Production.
• City Fresh Foods on Roxbury, MA

• Rent increase150%

• Opportunity to purchase new facility 

• Ownership maintains roots in Roxbury

• New facility increases production capacity and supports long-
term growth

• The investment project 
– retains150 existing jobs

– creates 85 new jobs paying living wage salaries

– increases equity stakes for employees to buy into stock options.

• “Debt-equity”
– 500k 0% interest over 12 years

– repay 250k (evergreen)

– forgive 250k if allow more employees to buy equity

21
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JP Morgan Chase Grant

23

Enables investments that lead a Systems Change approach in a Place-
Based way that will inform geography of Community Health Initiatives.

Institutions need to 
change—not people

Community leadership 
is essential to success

Trusted relationships 
are the foundation of 
long-lasting change

Theory 
of 

Change

The Boston Opportunity System (BOS) 
Collaborative

• addresses systemic problems that 
drive differences in economic 
opportunity within segregated 
neighborhoods

• while leveraging existing vibrant social 
connections there

Focus Neighborhoods: Bowdoin-
Geneva, Codman Square, Upham’s 
Corner, and Nubian Square (shown on 
map)

AIHC: Examples of Community 
Investment Ecosystem Impacts

24

Columbus: Community vision in Linden translated into affordable housing 
investment; new relationships and sources of funding; new fund

Purple Line (DC Metro Area): Activation of a never-before used county Right of 
First Refusal policy; creation of a multi-sector Housing Accelerator Action Team; 
creation of an Affordable Housing Preservation Fund

Pittsburgh: Multi-sector Preservation Working Group transforming local 
affordable housing sector through systematic pipeline development and advocacy; 
regional CDFI gained capacity in affordable housing

23
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Case Study: Pittsburgh 

• UPMC is largest non-
governmental employer 
(92,000+)

• One of the largest IDFS in 
country

– 40 hospitals and 800 practices
– Announced $2 billion for facility 

renovations across 3 AMC sites
– Largest health insurer in Western 

Pennsylvania 
– Largest MCO by total 

volume/business lines in PA

• Headquartered in Pittsburgh 

• 2017 Pittsburgh Housing Need 
Assessment = 17,000 “missing 
units” for households making 
less than 50% AMI ($30k/single 
$68k/family of four)

• Mayor vision for non-PILOT/non-
tax public contributions from large 
nonprofits (eds & meds) 

• Leaders wanted to explore 
“Neighborhood Investment” near 
first new facility 

25

Context in 2019 

Community Investment can be a heroic quest. 

26
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“We want to be gasoline, not the engine” 

• Initial vision from leadership for a 
neighborhood-based strategy was not 
viable  

– Too costly, limited impact, and didn’t 
match planned activities for hospital or 
neighborhood 

• Convened 40+ stakeholders to hear 
how UPMC could advance recent 
recommendations from Housing Task 
Force 

• Spanned the spectrum of possibilities 
– Difficult for housing actors to define 

highest impact without knowing health 
system commitment  

27

Moving from Shared Priorities to Pipeline 
Development 

• Affordable Housing 
practitioners and 
intermediaries can’t make 
suggestions without 
understanding investment 
terms

• Health System did not want 
to choose “winners/losers” 
but also wanted to know 
where funds would go

28
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Operationalizing leadership support and 
community feedback. 

29

27 Memos Later 
• Investments must: 

– Be in the City of Pittsburgh 
– Achieve a 2% rate of return 
– Be pooled with other matching funds 
– Not be more than 40% of that pool 

• Plus, a list of about 10 “nice to haves” 
based on input from community  
stakeholders that were used in loan 
agreements to priorities projects

30
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Capacity challenges and deals are the details.  

31

Stop 3: 
Investment 
Realities

Matching Capital Commitment 
with CDFI capacity 
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFIs) are in 
essence non-profit, mission-oriented banks. Pittsburgh market did 
not have as many as comparable markets and the locals did not 
have affordable housing expertise. 
• UPMC investments helped largest local player build capacity on 

housing lending but 
– The pipeline of deals changed a good deal after loan agreements 

closed 
– Limit to desire to scale up this part of their lending or take on totally 

new forms underwriting to meet the need 
• As shared priorities evolved, UPMC helped to bring in a Mid-

sized, Midwest/Mid-Atlantic CDFI into the market for more 
complex preservation transactions. 

32
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Solving for 10,000 not 100

33

Scaling Impact and Getting to the Root of 
Need
• Initial investment (of $3M) into a $7.5M capital pool (now >$10M) 

demonstrated how much more impactful preservation was. 
• It costs about $350,000 to build a new affordable apartment versus 

roughly $85,000 to preserve one. 
– That’s 4x as many units for each $1 million 

• Pittsburgh and Allegheny County were losing thousands of units each 
year due to private equity activity, but only building hundreds with longer 
deed restrictions. 

– Thousands of Black families were displaced from the city between 2014-2018
– This type of investment activity putting them at risk picking up and starting to occur 

in near-ring suburbs (and across PA). 
• The community development system was not oriented to make 

acquisitions. Private actors move quick and pay cash. 

34
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Pittsburgh Preservation Working Group 

• Convened the 6 folks most closely working on the issue, brought in a CCI senior fellow, 
and established a plan to: 

– Identify at-risk existing properties through data analysis and the deep community and market 
knowledge 

– Advocate for local, state, and federal policies and for new and flexible capital sources
– Attract responsible, qualified buyers, and connecting developers to capital and other resources 

to save more units 
• Has had impacts on many levels: 

– State: Helped secure directing $375M of ARPA to affordable housing statewide – with $100M 
marked for Preservation 

– County: Led to the creation of a $10M private fund focused on rapid acquisition of 
occupied units (and should leverage $50M+ in bank debt)

– City: Advocated for and helped to design a $9M city run preservation program

All in the potential Impact Investment leverage is $150M 
starting with a $5M low-interest loan from UPMC for You 

35

Getting Started

36

LAY THE
GROUNDWORK

Assess and address institutional 
understanding of social 

determinants 

Convene a cross-departmental 
team to support the work

Engage board and senior leaders

Identify the most pressing health 
needs of your communities, their 
root causes, and the people they 

most affect

Use that information to determine 
your investment priority

CHOOSE YOUR FOCUS

FIND
PARTNERS

IDENTIFY INVESTABLE 
OPPORTUNITIES

Reach out to community members 
and community investment 

stakeholders 

Find out what they are doing to 
address community health needs
Ask how you might get involved

Ask what resources are available 
to allocate for investment

Figure out which deals and 
project in your communities 

could make the best use of your 
investment

STRATEGY

Set a general goal with specific 
targets for impact

Develop criteria for prioritizing 
investment opportunities

Select partners for collaboration

35
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Applications to Practice
• Health happens where people live. 

• Addressing inequality at its root requires 
community investment.

• You can do this.

Learn More … 

38

Investing in Community Health:
A Toolkit for Hospitals

November 2020

Upstream All the Way:
Why Pioneering Health Institutions are 

Investing Upstream to Improve 
Community Health

July 2019

From Silos to Collaborations:
Building a Health Partner Investment Strategy

October 2022

centerforcommunityinvestment.org/our-resources/
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Evaluate This Session
• Download the ACHE 

365 mobile app

• Select Congress

• Go to My Schedule

• Find your session and 
click arrow at right

• Click Evaluate 
Session icon

Appendix 
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Robin Hacke
is Executive Director and Cofounder of the Center for Community 
Investment. Since entering the field of community investment in 2007, 
Robin has raised and managed impact investment funds as Director of 
Capital Innovation at Living Cities; served as a Senior Fellow at the 
Kresge Foundation, where she researched and incubated a capital 
absorption practice to help local leaders strengthen their community 
investment ecosystems; and advised foundations and hospitals on how 
they can use investment to help overcome systemic racism and achieve 
greater equity and opportunity in their communities. Robin brings three 
decades of investment and strategy experience to community 
investment, having previously served as a venture capitalist, strategy 
consultant, and public finance banker. She has served as a Visiting 
Scholar at the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco and a member 
of the Steering Committee for the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston’s 
Working Cities Challenge.

Thea James, MD, MPH, MBA
Is Vice President of Mission, Associate Chief Medical Officer and Co-Executive 
Director of the Health Equity Accelerator at Boston Medical Center. She is an 
Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine and Director of the Violence 
Intervention Advocacy Program at BMC. Dr. James is a founding member of the 
Health Alliance for Violence Intervention (the HAVI). In 2011 she was appointed 
to Attorney General Eric Holder’s National Task Force on Children Exposed to 
Violence. 

As vice president of mission, Dr. James partners with caregivers throughout 
BMC and coordinates BMC’s relationships and strategic alliances with a wide 
range of local, state, and national organizations and partners, to meet the full 
spectrum of essentials that enables patients and communities to thrive.

A graduate of Georgetown University School of Medicine, James trained in 
Emergency Medicine at Boston City Hospital, where she was a chief resident. 
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Kevin Progar
Serves as an Initiative Director at Center for Community Investment. 
Previously, Kevin worked as the project director for the UPMC Center 
for Social Impact’s Homeward initiative, which improved affordability and 
access to housing for UPMC Health Plan members and the 
communities where they live. Homeward was designed as a 
comprehensive approach to create healthy housing options by braiding 
funding and developing cross-sector collaborations. From 2019 to 2022, 
this portfolio aligned $30,000,000 of resources ranging from charitable 
giving, in-kind services, state tax credits, value-based purchasing 
agreements, land donations, and mission related investments to 
address housing needs. Before joining UPMC, Kevin helped members 
of the Healthcare Council of Western Pennsylvania navigate the post-
Affordable Care Act landscape by advocating for a greater 
understanding of health literacy and tackling community health needs 
through multidisciplinary approaches.

Impact Grid 
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LEVEL

SystemIntermediaryEnterpriseProjectIndividual

Invest in funds or 
CDFIs

Invest (equity or 
long-term debt) in 
developers of 
affordable housing

Invest (debt, tax 
credits) in 
development or 
preservation of 
affordable housing 
for low-income 
families and 
individuals

Invest funds with expectation of at 
least return of principal

AC
TI

O
N

Fund loss reserves 
or provide 
guarantees

Fund loss reserves 
or provide 
guarantees

Provide guarantees or other credit 
enhancements

Provide grants to 
funds or CDFIs 

Provide capacity 
building or 
operating support 
to neighborhood 
organizations or 
CDCs

∙ Provide gap 
funding to 
priority projects

∙ Fund resident 
services

∙ Pay for 
remediation 

∙ Provide “Live 
Local” incentives 
to employees

∙ Remediate mold, 
pests, lead

Provide grants or subsidies

Support policies 
that promote 
affordable housing 
production or 
preservation; 
create funding 
sources; or 
protect tenants

Support zoning or 
other needed 
approvals for 
priority projects

Advocate
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Investing Across a Spectrum of 
Housing Needs

45

Target Populations:

People with Disabilities, Behavioral Health Issues

Low-income Seniors

Low-income Adults and Families

Low-income Adults and Families

Emergency
Shelter

Transitional 
Housing

Supportive
Housing

Public
Housing

Affordable 
Housing
Rental &

Ownership

Market 
Rental 

Housing

Home 
Ownership

Market
Homeless to Housing Stability

Housing System UnsubsidizedSubsidized

We are producing generalizable knowledge that will allow 
us to more effectively invest towards health justice 
throughout our system

46

Diagnosis and treatment initiation delays are key 
drivers of inequities

Health systems can introduce inequities by catering 
to averages

Patients without financial stability are unable to focus 
on health

Health systems need to trust patients in order to gain 
their trust

Wealth is health

Time is a luxury

Agency is essential

Timing is everything

Averages are blind

Differences in available time are a barrier to prioritizing 
health

1

2

3

4

5

5 lessons learned so far in BMC’s journey towards Health Justice
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